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RAINBOWS ON THE YELLOWSTONE RIVER, MONTANA
By Dr. Mark Duplissis

AUGUST MEETING:

Wednesday,
August 13, 2007
Dinner and Chit-Chat: 5:30-6:30 PM

Meeting- 7:00 PM- Sharp
American Legion Post #2
2125 S. Industrial Park Ave.
in Tempe

In May, as I was winding down my normal,
demanding school year as Assistant Principal of
Corona del Sol High School in Tempe, all that was
on my mind was my summer vacation in Montana,
precious time with my family, and fly fishing any
chance I could get. I am one of those guys out there that
married up…..you know there are many of you out there
that have done this as well, you and I are better because
of them. Heather’s (my wife) mom and dad built a home
two years ago on the Yellowstone River. When I say on
the Yellowstone River I mean it…100 feet and you drop
off into the river. Last summer, I came out and helped
with the landscaping and didn’t get much fishing in, this
year would be different. I had all my gear ready to go.
I tied many new flies, (mostly, Tan Elk Hair
Caddis)…attempted to patch up my waders, and had a
camera ready for the many pictures I would be taking of
the beautiful browns and rainbows caught with my fly
rod.
I arrived in Billings, Montana on June 9th and of
course the Yellowstone River was high. This is normal
for the beginning of June and I was prepared. Prepared
in the fact that we would be going to Bozeman in a
week and I would fish on the Gallatin and other rivers,
while the Yellowstone went down. Well… as my luck
would have it a massive thunderstorm front came
through for four days, my first four days in Montana.
This was four days of rain, cold, and of course on the
mountains great amounts of snow. I knew at that point that my trip was done for. As you know.. snow in the mountains of Montana turns into runoffs, and runoffs mean muddy, high flowing waters. Towards the end of my first
week in Montana, the Yellowstone River was 5 feet higher than the normal high point. So high, that it was flooding farm land in the state, took out a major bridge in Livingstone, Montana, and is still the highest I have ever seen
it. This was the case in Bozeman, Montana as well, for my week there I got to do some fishing on the Hylite
Reservoir, but with no luck. I did get caught up with many shops while there in Bozeman and made some new
friends. These friends are willing to cut me some deals if I could hook them up with some fishing news and tips
when they come to Arizona. I have now been back in Park City, Montana (my in-laws spread) for about a week
and a half and staring at the Yellowstone River everyday. Today as I look at a fishing report (July 5th) it states; “the
river is high and muddy....expect it to continue through the end of the month..I would stay off the river....there are
a lot of trees and debris coming down making it very dangerous to be on the water.” Could my month vacation in
Montana be a waste?
Rainbows on the Yellowstone....continued on page 2
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BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

DFC AUGUST PROGRAM....
You thought you might miss this meeting. Why? Come join us and listen to
our own, Trout Bum, Steve Berry give a great PowerPoint presentation on Fly
Fishing the San Juan River, New Mexico. He will discuss line rigging,
mending techniques, presentation, and flies to help prepare you for a more
successful fish catching fly fishing trip in September.
Reminder....The American Legion will be serving food at our monthly DFC
meetings. Come early, have dinner and share your fish stories with other
members. Food will be served 5:30 to 6:30. Last orders as a (DFC) courtesy
will be taken at 6:30 so we may start the meeting at 7:00 PM sharp.
Hamburger - $4.00 • Cheeseburger - $5.00 • BLT Club Sandwich - $7.00 • Chicken Strips $6.00 (regular or buffalo style)
Ocean Basket - $8.00 (Shrimp, fish, crab cakes) All include fries and coleslaw

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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continued....Dr. Mark Duplissis Montana trip- Rainbows on the Yellowstone River
As I sit to write this quick story of my disappointment on my fly fishing I want to reflect on what is really important in life: Family, time on earth, and
amazing gifts given to us. Here are some of the wonders I have seen on this trip. 1) Time with my family, daughters, and wife: As an administrator of
a large high school my time with my wife and my two growing daughters is precious. What I always enjoy every night while in Montana is that I get to
tuck them in and say prayers every night, and play and have fun with them everyday. These precious moments with my daughters makes me envious of
my wife, and grateful for her and the time she spends homeschooling our girls. Every summer my wife is more and more beautiful to me.
2) Rainbows, not the trout, real rainbows. Now I am not one of those mushy people out there, but, on this trip, I saw for the first time in my life a full
rainbow. So amazing and I have attached a picture of the rainbow coming off the Yellowstone River. 3) “Quality Time” with my in-laws and this summer
with my dad. While on this trip I called my dad in Mesa and told him about the weather and my lack of fishing. He mentioned that he wanted to come
out and visit. Guess what… the 74 year old veteran flew out here by himself, and stayed for a weekend. He enjoyed his time here, we connected more
than ever, and his energy level was increasingly higher due to his trip.
Although I have had some fishing disappointments on my trip to Montana this summer, there are more important things, family time… and the beauty
of the nature that is given to us. I am thankful for my summers in Montana and will dream about my next trip…maybe some quality fly-fishing…maybe
not.. Either way… I am ok and grateful for every moment in “GODS-COUNTRY”.

Editor’s Notes and
Ramblings...
Every now and then I take time to go seek out
some of our members...maybe buy ‘em a
beer...make time to turn the rest of the world
off and focus in on this person I’m involved
with... So while I’m not exactly having a beer
right now I hope you’ll take time and look over
my shoulder as I take time with a few members... Dr. Mark Duplissis, a new member, tells
us of his experiences in Montana...Mark contacted me while he was still on his trip, and, I
must admit I too have experienced “...a river
high and muddy” when I’ve been on a fishing
trip. Mark turned his trip into one of those “precious moments,” sans trout....Trout Bum, Bill
Thying recaps the June outing...maybe one
should keep in mind next years White Mtns.,
and the famous Chilli cook out! Also, sprinkled
throughout this issue are some of David
Hwang’s photos. I’m grateful to David’s article
and his love for seeing the beauty in our
Arizona trout trips through his eye and camera...Bill Batchelor, our web guru, has promised
to write some book reviews- says he’s got plenty of time to read now as he travels to work on
the bus what with gas prices...And you’ll notice
a neat article from one of our long time members: Ted Bounds. I called Ted one day last
month and found out he was in Texas on a fishing trip so I spent a few minutes with Anne his
wife just catching up with things. We hadn’t
seen each other for a while. Anne caught me
up with their busy schedule- including Ted getting his first Javelina with a compound bow
Anne surprised him with for Christmas. Ted’s
story here is his recent fishing trip in Montana
on horseback. His story will be in 2 parts. Ted
also promised some writings on his Texas trip in
the months to come. Also...let me think here...
there’s been a few times, over the years, grabbing a beer and yakking with Vince Deadmond,
our on-going storyteller, always catches my
imagination of how well his writings have kept
this newsletter alive and entertaining....Think
when I see Vince next, I’ll propose that his
stories be published as collections in a
book...I wonder how many beers that’s going to
take.
In our September issue of Forward Casts
we’ll have a story from Steve Berry: “Idaho
Bull Trout Bonanza”...Steve called me from
Denver as I was just finishing this issue and
was excited about his recent treks in some
great fishing spots...Yeah, Steve’s a true DFC
Trout Bum with stories of his adventures and
some photos to share with us.
Hope you enjoy the August issue of our newsletter.
R. McKeon, Editor: rmckeon2@cox.net

White Mountains Extravaganza- June 2008
...a few memories from Bill Thying

The 2008 Extravaganza weekend has
come and gone and only the stories are
left. The turn out was light this year, I think
that possibly the price of gas may have had
something to do with that, but I think that
those that braved the gas prices had a good
time. If for whatever reason you were not able to
make it, maybe you should start planning for next
year. The weekend started early on Thursday with
the nice drive to the White Mountains. As most of
you know, we stayed at Rainbow campground
again this year and after setting up most of us just
got together and socialized, made some good eats
and enjoyed the weather and good company. On
Friday morning several of us headed over to Big
Lake, the group I was with hit Railroad Cove and
the water was fairly smooth with fish popping up
all around us. The problem was they were popping up and they did not seem to be interested in
the flies we were throwing at them. We did manage to get a few fish and it was definitely a great
time to be on the water. The wind kicked up
around 10:00 am and by 11:30 it was time to go
back for lunch and I think by that time everyone
had caught a few fish. In the early evening (after
the wind died down) I went back to Rail Road
Cove and caught a few more fish but the bite was
still very slow. Saturday the wind was blowing

early, everyone went their own way, I hit Crecent
Lake first thing but the wind was blowing waves
over the back of my Fat Cat and hitting me in the
back, but I was able to pick up 5 decent Brookies
before wearing my legs out. I headed back to
camp and picked up my wife and we headed to
the West Fork of the Black. Fishing there was
much better and after fishing for awhile it was
time to head back to camp and get ready for the
Annual Chili Cook. Thanks again to Mark Lucht
for another great chili cook out and of course the
annual crawdad boil, I think everyone had plenty
of good food to eat. Before the night was over,
lots of laughs and good times were shared.
Sunday morning it was time to pack it up and
head for home. Although the drive was great, it
was like a reality check as the temp started to rise
all the way down the mountain. I guess we will
just have to start planning for next year. I would
like to thank all the members and families that
made this another successful year
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BIG FISHING TRIP
OF THE YEAR
By Vince Deadmond
Ok, so I am on the cover of Endless
Vacation Puerto Penasco Mexico
Magazine, again. Just like Oprah on the
cover of O magazine. Like many of my fishing adventures it starts in Mexico. It had
been another good day of fly fishing in
Puerto Penasco. Maybe, not as good as the
last trip, but I had again caught large numbers of Cabrilla and managed to land a few
good sized Trigger. It had been hot in
Phoenix, (over105) but in the shade on the
beach it was still less than 90. With the cool
evening breeze off the water I was able to sit
on the beach and talk to friends. While
enjoying a smorgasbord of dark chocolate,
red wine, apples, almonds, olives, Cheez-Its,
and some really good cookies, I came up
with the “Don’t eat it unless it puts a smile
on your face diet.” Something else that will
put a smile on your face is to spend several
evenings enjoying the sunset splash of color,
watching the orange and blue turn purple
and then sky and ocean turn the same color
of silver gray, just before it gets dark and the
stars begin to twinkle. No matter how poorly I describe it you must experience it yourself. Yet with all of this color, and happy
food, and friends, my mind was starting to
wander, and I was actually thinking of my
next big fishing trip to Northern Wisconsin.
One of the great things about any upcoming
fly fishing trip is the anticipation. The planning, the checking of fishing reports, weather,

BOOK REVIEW

talking to guides, and talking to family members, (the ones you normally would not think to
call). If it is a place you have visited before
you will replay those magic moments where
you have caught fish, lost fish, and think about
how you can get at that elusive fish you couldn’t get next too last time.
I have been fortunate to be able to fish the
Brule River in northern Wisconsin for over
30 years. The Brule is a treasure, and I fish
it at the worst time of the year. The locals
don’t get too excited about summer fishing,
but when the spring and fall steelhead run
happens things get crazy. I was lucky
enough to fish a steelhead run one fall, and
those are great fish. When I arrive, usually
in mid to late July, (always too late for the
hex hatch) the only hatch is the Trico hatch.
I have come to enjoy fishing the size 20-22
dry flies on 7X tippet.
Besides the Trout fishing there is excellent Small Mouth, Large Mouth, Northern,
and Muskie fishing. Last year I had my best
Muskie day ever I caught two, a 32 inch fish
and a 36 inch fish. This year I hope my
daughter Suzi will be able to hook one and
the fish will consent to having it’s picture
taken. Who knows maybe Suzi will have her
picture on the cover of the Desert Fly Caster
newsletter. I hope to see you at the next
DFC meeting where we can share pictures
and stories of our latest fishing trip.

by Bill Batchelor

“Trout Bum” by John Gierach, 1986 Simon & Schuster
Paperbacks $13.00 August 2008 DFC Newsletter.
I don’t get to fly fish as much as I’d like to so to make up for it, I read about it instead. I know
that this is not a new book to many and it is a classic for some. For me being new to fly fishing, I had never heard of John or of his writings.
John describes a Trout Bum as someone that is old enough to have witnessed the normal
life and all that is has to offer, but decides to pursue the fish instead. If you are under 30 years
of age, you are not a Trout Bum he tells us. He discusses subjects that every Trout Bum
should be required to know like flies, float tubes, how to pack, and properly using a coffee
can.
For the most part this is a comical look at the life fly fisherman lead and the lengths at
which they will go to catch a fish. The evolution that some of have or will take to becoming
a trout bum is discussed within this book in which you are almost able to create a check sheet
to compare yourself to.
One of my favorite chapters is titled ‘The Fly Rod’. In his chapter John talks about how we
buy fly rods whether we need them or not, if only because we like the look and feel of it.
Never mind how it casts or if it fits our style. Well John pays the price in another way by
being haunted by the previous owner’s spirit, ‘Old Dell’. It’s a really fun story like all the others in this book, but you’ll have to read it to know how it turns out.
Thanks to this book, I’ve been able to add a few things to my ‘to do’ list and I’ve also noted
some things that I should stay away from if I plan on staying married for any length of time.
Bill

MEMBERSHIP
CORNER & MORE
DFC New Members...
Welcome new members for July:
Steve & Garrett Lauterbach,
Kaylor Shemberger, Robert
Laubinger, Pat MacCulloch &
Paul Ohaver.
Charlie Rosser
Membership Chairman
chasr123@cox.net
480-586-7163

Christmas Island
in March 2009:
How would like to take the
bone fish trip of your life.
Come join Charlie Rosser
and Jerry Myers for a week
of fishing on Christmas
Island. This is not a club trip
but is being sponsored by
Paradise Creek Anglers in
Pinetop. Trip will have 8
people on it and as of now
there are 2 slots still open.
If you are interested contact
Charlie at 480-586-7163 or
Gerry at 602-550-0097 for
more detail. The trip is being
handled through Fly Waters
Travel. You can view their
website at:
www.flywatertravel.com.

DFC ANNUAL
SWAP MEET
Before the
DFC Club Meeting

September 10, 2008
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Bring in those treasured
fishing items- Trade and
Sell them to your fellow
DFC Trout Bums!
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MONTHLY FLY TYING
SESSION- AUGUST
Favorites and Recipes from
Bob Harrison’s Fly Tying Bench

CANYON CREEK EDUCATIONAL OUTING
...FOLLOW-UP
Notes & Photos by David Hwang
Bob Harrison and I drove out to Canyon
Creek on Friday and had perfect weather
to camp in. We quickly set up our tents at the
Valentine Ridge camp ground and not seeing any
other members yet, immediately headed for the

The session will be held at
Bob Harrison’s house on
Wednesday, August 27th
from 7 to 9pm.
3356 E Javelina, Mesa AZ.
The flies for the monthly session
are: Comparadun, Chocolate
Foam Wing Emerger, Thread
Midge (Cream/ Brown, Black/
Black, Olive/ Gray, Gray/ Olive).
Recipes are listed below:
Thread Midge
Hook: Size 20 or smaller 1X
Straight eye
Thread: 8/0 color of choice recommended combinations - (Cream/
Brown, Black/ Black, Olive/ Gray,
Gray/ Olive
Bead Head – Optional – glass seed
bead color of choice
Rib: fine wire, contrasting color
thread, single strand of Krystal Flash
stretched
Abdomen: Light thread of pair listed
Thorax: Dark thread of pair listed
Comparadun
Hooks: Standard dry fly, sizes 20 to
24. Thread: 8/0 or 6/0 tan.
Wing: Brown natural coastal deer hair.
Tail: Brown hackle fibers.
Abdomen and Thorax: Olive, Gray,
Brown or Tan dubbing. (recommend
Poly)
Chocolate Foam Wing Emerger
Hook: Size 20 to 26 1X Straight eye
Thread: Brown 8/0
Abdomen: Brown Thread
Wing: White Closed Cell Foam
Thorax: Chocolate Superfine dubbing

stream t o get a little pre-fishing in. We started at
the lower stretches and worked our way up stream
and found plenty of healthy fish and nearly all of
our takes were on dries and terrestrials. It didn’t
take long to get a fairly good idea of what would
work for the next day.

We headed back to camp right before it got dark
and met with a few of the other DFC members
that were just setting up their camps. After making a quick dinner and talking with the members
about what to expect, we turned in so we could
get an early start.
Aside from a cow
walking through the
camp (I mistook as a
bear at night), it was
a very pleasant
evening.
Saturday morning
started with about
14 DFC members
arriving at different
times in the morning. I made a pot of
coffee and then Bob
and I helped members rig up. Bob
took the first group
to the stream for
orientation while I
helped later arrivals
rig up. After orientation, w e spaced
out
along
the
stream with Bob and I checking in on everyone and helping them catch trout and making
suggestions. All in all, I think nearly everyone
caught fish and few even got some with nice
size to them.

A note from Bob Harrison...
For anyone that showed up for the July tying session, I apologize for not being able to get
together. Dave was out of town and his back up had a work conflict at the last minute. For
future sessions, if you sign up at the meeting, post on the web or call/ leave a message at the
number, I will call if there are any changes.

Beginning Tying Class:
Beginning tying class is scheduled for August 19, 21, 26, 28, and Sept. 2.
Classes are held Tuesday and Thursday from 7pm to 9pm for 3 weeks.
The class will be held at Bob Harrison’s house.
The address is 3356 E Javelina, Mesa AZ.

SAN JUAN FLIES...Bob Harrison’s thoughts
San Juan River is one of those places that you can’t limit the choices to a top ten list. It is difficult to limit the fly choices to ten categories. The categories I came up when looking choices for the top
ten to put in this months newsletter include Midge, Midge
Emerger, Midge Pupa, Midge Larva, May Flies (Baetis) May Fly
Nymphs, May Fly Emerger, Caddis, Stone Flies, Terrestrials,
Worm, Scuds, Eggs Leeches, Streamers. You have an advantage
this month since the monthly tying session is a few weeks ahead of
the outing.
A couple of tips about flies for San Juan are: small hooks –
for hooks size 20 and smaller, use straight or turned up eye. The
wider opening between hook point and eye will help with hook setting. Small flies – you are
likely to need some magnification when tying the flies (and maybe when putting the tippet
through the ring eye when on the water.
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At 12:30, we regrouped and had lunch at our
starting point and shared stories of what was
working and the big ones that were missed.
Everyone seemed to be having a good time and
most of all, enjoying the beautiful day we were
having. (Okay, we did get some thunderstorms
and hail later in the day, but I’ll save that story for
later.) So what did we learn that is important?
1)-Keep your hook sharp. This can make
the difference between getting a hook up or
standing there wondering why you keep
missing the strike? I always keep my hook
sharpener in my vest and regularly check
my hook point after a few casts.
2)-Work each pool starting from the bottom
of the pool. Work your way up from the
bottom on up and you will increase your
chance of catching more fish in that pool.
3)-You may not always see the fish in the
pool so cast to likely spots. If you walk
around from pool to pool trying to spot the
fish, you’ll most likely spook the whole
pool and ruin your chances. Take my word
for it, you won’t always see the fish.
4)-Don’t be afraid to make repeated casts to
the same spot as the fish may not always be
tempted on the fir st cast. I made 6 repeated
casts to an undercut bank and had long
drifts. To me, every cast was the same. On
the 6th cast, I manage to land a 12 inch
brown that had just made the decision to
strike then and not at the first few casts.

5)-Make sure you look around you before
making the cast. There is a fence that took
several of my flies on the backcasts and a
low hanging tree limb that took several of
my flies on the forward cast.
6)-Most importantly, stop and watch what is
happening in the pool. You often learn more
from observing than from casting wildly
into every pool. Often times you can see
what the trout are feeding on just by the way
the are feeding.
I have to take a moment to show my appreciation for Bob Harrison who spent a lot of time
working with everyone on the stream and helped
put this educational outing together. He gave up a
lot of his own fishing time to help everyone and
also many thanks to his wife for baking the wonderful German chocolate cup cakes. For those of
you that didn’t make it back to camp, you missed
out on a wonderful treat. I’d also like to thank
Don and Donna for inviting everyone one to your
camp for social hour and making everyone feel so
welcomed. (Also for the letting me dry out and
warm up after the hail and thunderstorm.) Canyon
creek is one of my favorite places in Arizona and
the best part is that most of us can make it up
there for even just a day trip from Phoenix.
Need to go over anything/questions? E-mail:
David Hwang- dhwang1221@aol.com
Bob Harrison- Harrn7963@aol.com
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Fly Fishing the Bob Marshall Wilderness
By Ted Bounds
uly 13th found me up early on my
way to Sky Harbor Airport to begin a
much anticipated trip. Bill Rahr of
Flagstaff, his son Matt Rahr of Tucson, Peter
Jones of Vancouver, B.C. and yours truly
were to meet in Missoula, Montana. We
would be picked up by Virgil Burns and driven to his lodge near Seeley Lake to get ready
to depart on a week long horseback pack trip
into the Bob Marshall Wilderness the following morning. Virgil has been taking
Flyfishers, Big Game hunters, and sight seers
into the Bob Marshall for over thirty years.
We met the rest of the members of our group
at the airport in Missoula-Christina, a Doctor
from Switzerland, and her seventeen year old
daughter Julia and Martin and his wife Starr,
a married couple from
Indiana.
We made the hour
and a half drive to the
lodge and met the wranglers and cook that
would be on our trip.
We all laid our gear out
to be put in packs for the
mules that would carry
our gear and clothes
around for the next
week. While the wranglers did their work, the
guests had a few cold
beverages, a nice supper
and off to bed early-it
would be a long day of
horseback riding and
fishing to get to Shaw
Creek Camp by tomorrow evening. Monday
morning found everyone
up early. Coffee (tea for
Christina, Julia, and
Peter) and breakfast and
everyone was down by the barn to be introduced to the horse they would be riding for
the next week. Everyone got mounted up,
adjustments were made to saddles to fit
everyone and we were ready to hit the trailtwo wranglers, George and Lindsey, would
be with our group along with one pack mule
to carry the fishing gear. Donna the cook,
Virgil, and the other wrangler Cody would
leave after we did and bring the rest of the
mules with our clothes, food and everything
else needed to supply our group for a week.
The trail soon began the climb up and
over a high mountain pass. There was spectacular views of the bitterroot range and of
Mulholland Lake while we were climbing
out-the trail is a one way affair-people and
horses going up are before noon and those
coming down are afternoon-the trail goes
around a steep mountain side above
Mulholland.Lake and there is no place to pull
over to let someone pass. It also makes you

J

appreciate a good, sure footed horse. A bad
step by your horse on this trail and the next
person you see could well be one of your
ancestors.
When we finally make it to the summit,
the view in all directions is spectacular-snow
covered peaks and lush green vegetation.
The trip from the lodge down below to Shaw
Creek Camp is seventeen miles. I think we
must have taken a wrong turn someplace,
cause I’m sure we must have ridden at least
thirty miles and we aren’t there yet. About
this time another lake comes into sight.
George tells me that this is upper Mulholland
lake and that we will stop here to eat lunch
and fish for a couple of hours before we ride
the rest of the way into Shaw Creek Camp-

This will give Virgil and the rest of the crew
time to pass us and get the camp all set up
before we get there. It will also allow all of
us who don’t ride every day to take a welcome break from the saddle.
The ladies on the trip are all non fishers.
While they have a leisurely lunch and look
for bug spray, all the guys get there fishing
gear and rig up to try our luck in upper
Mulholland Lake. Bill Rahr makes the disturbing discovery that he has come all the
way to Montana and brought his wife’s
waders instead of his-I thought it was funny
but he didn’t see the humor. There’s a lot to
be said about wet wading in fifty degree
water-not much of it is good however. Upper
Mulholland Lake was formed by a glacier
like all the rest of the small natural lakes in
the region. There is a shallow, wadeable
shelf around much of the lake with a well
defined edge that goes into deeper water
quickly. A cast with a beetle pattern over any

of the deeper water would draw interest from
the small westslope cutthroat trout that are
abundant in the lake. There are some lunkers
here also, but the smaller guys usually outrun
them to the fly. After a couple of hours of fun
dry fly fishing we load up our gear, mount up
and continue to Shaw Creek Camp-also
known as the Shaw Creek Hilton. A couple
more hours in the saddle and we arrive at
camp. This is the base camp for Virgil’s
hunting, fishing , and sightseeing trips. It is
nicely equipped with wall tents with cots to
sleep on, a cook tent with tables and benches
to sit at while you eat, and a gas range and
oven for the cook, gas lights and a wood
burning heater. Pretty deluxe when you
remember that every piece of equipment had
to be brought in on a mule over seventeen
miles of trail. There is also a corral for the
horses and mules and a small barn for hay
and horse feed as well as a canvas covered
structure to put the saddles
and tack in. As in all
wilderness camps, there is a
meat pole in camp to hang
anything from that might
attract the black and grizzly
bears that inhabit the area.
Another thing that is at this
camp is a solar powered
electric fence that is put up
whenever no one is at the
camp to keep the bears
away.
The next morning found
everyone up early for coffee
and breakfast. We were
going to make a ride to
Kesster Lake today and try
for some larger trout. The
ride to Kesster is about two
and a half hours from Shaw
Creek Camp. The trail goes
up a steep mountain side
through a series of switchbacks that is steep and
rocky-again it’s good to be
riding a good horse. The trail tops out in an
avalanche chute that is full of wildflowers
and very green grass and affords a clear view
to the peaks above us, as all the trees have
been removed by the avalanche. We spot several mountain goats on the mountain side
above us while we are stopped to let the horses catch their air. The view to Kesster Lake
is spectacular- it is in a huge basin carved out
of a solid granite mountain and is fed by a
live glacier. The water in the lake is clear but
has an aqua colored tint from the minerals
from the glacier. We are all eager to try our
luck and are soon rigged up and ready to fish.
George and Cody tell us that the best fishing
is on the other side of the lake where the glacier forms a small inlet stream. It’s a mile or
so of bushwhacking and walking on bear
trails to get to the glacier. Some of us decide
to go for it while some decide that the fishing
looks just fine on the end of the lake that we
rode up to. Bill and I, being adventuresome

“The fish in Keester are larger than those at Upper Mulholland, but equally willing to take dry flies.”
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souls, decide to hike around the lake and try
our luck. The younger guys in the group
leave us behind soon as we doggedly make
our way around the lake. When you are
walking on a bear trail in vegetation that is as
high as your head, the thought enters your
mind that you hope you don’t meet one of the
resident engineers. Bill and I make good
progress through the thick timber and follow
the trail out onto an open hillside-this is a
good bear trail-not so good for a couple of
guys who are getting long in the tooth wearing felt soled wading shoes. Bill is the first to
slide off the trail and down the hillside-he
gets stopped and manages to get back up to
the trail and we start walking again-I’m the
next to go. I slide for a ways and manage to
get stopped-crawl back up to the trail and
start walking again. A few more steps and
I’m sliding down the steep hillside again-this
time I go almost to the lake. Instead of crawling back up the hill
again I make my way
down to the lake and
get in-it’s at this time
that I notice I’ve torn a
large hole in my
waders. I have to be
careful how deep I
wade. Being an experienced fly fisherman,
I survey the area and
decide that the wranglers are wrong, and
that this exact spot
that I’m standing in is
definitely the best spot
in the lake to fish. I
confer with Bill and
he agrees. Soon we
are both in the water
casting away catching
Cutts. The fish in
Keester are larger than
those
at
Upper
Mulholland,
but
equally willing to take
dry flies. This is a pleasant way to spend a
couple of hours. When we’ve had our fill, we
hike back to the horses, eat lunch and try our
luck on that end of the lake. The fishing is
equally as good there as it was on the other
side of the lake. When everyone gets in from
fishing we have a leisurely ride back to Shaw
Creek Camp, a few drinks and supper and
early to bed. Tomorrow we head for the main
event-the reason we all came. Another seventeen mile ride to the South Fork of the
Flathead River to spend three days fishing the
Flathead and it’s tributaries for westslope cutthroat trout in what is reported to be the best
dry fly fishing in the USA.
The next morning finds us on the trail
paralleling Gordon Creek on our way to the
Southfork. The trail is relatively flat now,
and several of our group chooses to get off
and walk occasionally to get the kinks out of
there knees and give their backsides a break.
The water in Gordon Creek looks really

good. Shortly before noon George the wrangler stops and asks if anyone wants to stop
and fish. Bill, Peter and I volunteer and get
off and get our gear unloaded off the mule.
The plan is for us to fish downstream to where
the rest of our group stops for lunch. Matt
and Martin, the other two fishermen in our
group will fish the Creek around the lunch
stop and we will all meet in about three hours
to continue on to the southfork where we will
be camping. George said it would take them
about a half hour to ride to the lunch stop, so
we could take our time fishing and be there by
three o’clock easily. It’s a warm day so Bill
and I are wet wading. We slide off the hillside
down to the stream and begin exploring and
fishing. I spook a very nice fish while I’m
walking upstream. I tie on a yellow stimulator with an orange head and begin casting.
I’m working a deep run, and about the third or
forth cast a beautiful westslope cut rises very

o’clock. Another two and a half hours of riding and we are at the camp spot on the South
Fork of the Flathead river. We set up our pup
tents to sleep in and unpack our gear. This
will be home for the next three nights. No gas
lights or gas cook stoves here-only a wood
cook stove that was brought in on the mules.
We eat an early supper and go to bed while
the sun is still up-between the fishing, crawling through the down trees, and the ride into
camp we are all exhausted. The tent I’m
sleeping in is so small that my feet are sticking out the end-and I’m so tried that I don’t
care.
The next morning finds us all up early
and anxious to fish. After coffee and breakfast, Virgil suggests that we take a ride to
Danaher creek and fish there for the day. All
of the fishermen are looking at the river right
beside camp and we ask how the fishing is
right here. Virgil replies”Oh, the fishing is
great right here, I just
thought you all might
want to ride out somewhere and see some new
country”. We all decided
that we had enjoyed
enough horseback riding
for a day or so –and this
was new country to all of
us-so we would walk out
from camp and fish the
river for the day. The
ladies stayed in camp for
the day and got cleaned
up, washed some clothes
in the river, and generally relaxed for the day.
...Ted’s Montana pack
trip will be continued
in the DFC September
newsletter.
You can reach Ted at:
tedannbounds@msn.com

slowly and deliberately and eats my fly. The
fish fights hard and finally comes to hand-a
gold and crimson masterpiece that is a hefty
sixteen inches or so. Soon Bill and Peter are
fast into fish that could be twins to the one I
just released. Each run has a fish or two that
will take your dry fly in that slow and deliberate manner that is typical of cutthroat trout.
It will test your nerves, and is hard not to pull
the fly away before the fish takes. We spend
an hour or so fishing the area where we got in
the creek and decide we should start making
our way down stream towards the lunch spot.
Walking is difficult to say the least. The area
we are in had a major fire a few years ago and
there are lots of trees across the creek that
forces us to get out and go around. When we
get out of the creek there is down timber,
beaver holes, and thick willows to contend
with-not easy going. We soon give up fishing
and decide to just get downstream to the
lunch spot. We barely make it by three
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